
ENJOY YOUR CONVERTIBLE.
DO NOT STORE TOP WHEN WET/DAMP OR DIRTY.

KEE TOP TIPS/SUGGESTED CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS

SUGGESTED CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS
FOR VINYL CONVERTIBLE & VINYL TOPS

Most automatic car washes will not harm sport topping fabrics. Washes with water jets and hanging cloths are preferred 
to those using heavy barrel brushes. We recommend hand washing. Wash in partial shade rather than direct sun. Wet entire 
car before sudsing top. A sponge is best to use with a solution of lukewarm water and soap or mild dishwashing detergent. A 
soft bristle brush may be necessary to remove more stubborn spots.

1. Rinse entire car with hose to remove all soap and to prevent streaking on painted and chrome surfaces.
2.  Allow car to dry in a shaded area.
3. Chamois excess water off the body. Sometimes several cleanings may be necessary.

not use solvent or solvent based cleansers. The use of stronger cleansers should be left to experienced professionals to avoid 
any discoloration or degradation of the vinyl. A program of keeping the top clean by regular washing will enhance the life and 
beauty of the top and make successive cleanings easier. VINYL TOP CLEANER & PROTECTANT MAY BE PURCHASED 
FROM KEE.

wash your top regularly as follows:
1. Vacuum top before washing.
2. Stay out of direct sun when washing.
3. Wet entire car, using lukewarm water, a sponge and mild soap (not detergent) to wash top evenly.
4. Let soap stay on top for few minutes.
5. Rinse thoroughly with hose.
6. Let car dry in direct sunlight, removing excess water from body with chamois.
7. Repeat these steps several times if needed.

be used only by experienced professionals. Automatic car washes are acceptable provided they are brushless. CLOTH TOP 
CLEANER & PROTECTANT MAY BE PURCHASED FROM KEE.

LOWERING CONVERTIBLE TOP
Unlatch top and raise about 6” off of windshield by placing something soft between top bow and windshield. This will 

remove tension on rear window and zipper. Carefully unzip zipper by hand, making sure teeth mesh. DO NOT FORCE by 
using pliers. Lower curtain into well, then lower top carefully by folding top into well making it easier to install boot. While 
lowering top, make sure frame is in alignment and not catching on pads or anything else. DO NOT FORCE.
RAISING CONVERTIBLE TOP

Watch top while raising to make sure it does not catch on anything. Release the top switch when front is about 12” from 
windshield and let it lower itself into place. Place something soft between top bow and windshield before zipping zipper. 
Remove the soft object from windshield and latch top. Leave top closed when not in use. This will help retain original shape 
and avoid fold/crease marks in top and plastic window.
PLASTIC WINDOWS

Plastic windows should be cleaned frequently. Be sure to hose or blow off loose particles from surface, and then use 
either plain water or mild soap and water solution. Apply with a soft cloth or tissue to gently clean window. Never use harsh 
detergents or abrasives when cleaning plastic windows. The effect of sunlight, combined with environmental pollution, will 
actually alter the chemical structure of your plastic window, resulting in permanent discoloration and brittleness. Listed are a 
few helpful tips to follow:

DO NOT use harsh detergents when washing your plastic window; a mild detergent applied with a soft cloth may 
be used.
DO NOT use products containing silicones or alcohol on your plastic window, such as typical commercial vinyl care 
products and glass cleaners.
DO NOT
gently wiping it with a damp, soft cotton cloth.
DO NOT stow the convertible top when it is dirty; this may scratch the plastic window.
DO NOT leave objects in well or trunk that will prevent top from folding in properly, thus avoiding breaking glass.

ZIPPER TEETH
Bent or missing teeth indicate that the zipper was forced, is beyond repair and most likely needs to be replaced. If zipper 

is separable (open ended) the zipper must be inserted ALL THE WAY in zipper for teeth to mesh properly and prevent bent 
teeth.
SITTING ON TOP

To avoid damage to top/glass, do not sit on top when it is down.
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products and glass cleaners.
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